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Abstract
In this paper a novel wavelet data driven stacked denoising auto-encoder (SDAE) model
was developed for compressive sensing (CS) and physiological signal construction. Unlike
classical CS methods, we focused on exploiting fine-grained minute signal features to learn
and perform signal reconstruction. Towards this goal, our proposed model at first applied
stationary wavelet transform (SWT) which provided both approximated as well as detailed
coefficient values; however considering feature significance of the earlier one, we fed it as
input to the SDAE deep learning structure. Here, SDAE functions as compressive model
where processing iterative learning over the physiological signal data and generates final
output as sparse signal or sample set at the hidden layer, which is subsequently used by
Inverse-SWT to reconstruct the original signal. Noticeably, the use of SWT facilitates suitable
deep-wavelet coefficient, while SDAE functions as compressive sensing model which can
efficiently address non-linearity of the input signal and can ensure optimal sparse
presentation generation. Thus, the amalgamation of SWT-SDAE enables an optimal CS and
sparse signal reconstruction solution to assist low-redundant Wireless Body Area Network
(WBAN) communication. MATLAB simulation with different physiological signals including
ECG and PPG revealed that the proposed SWT-SDAE model exhibits satisfactory
performance in terms of Percent root mean square difference (PRD), compression ratio (CR),
compression quality score (QS) and signal to noise ratio (SNR) which makes it suitable for
CS based WBAN communication with multi-modal physiological signals.
Keywords- Compressive Sensing, Deep Learning, e-Health, Stacked Denoising AutoEncoder, Stationary Wavelet Transform, Tele-monitoring, WBAN.

1. Introduction
The exponential rise technologies and allied applications have revitalized academiaindustries to achieve more efficient solutions. Amongst the major applications, healthcare
sector has always been the dominant research area motivating academia-industries to explore
and identify suitable solution for up-surging or contemporary health issues. Computer Aided
Diagnosis (CAD), bio-physiologic parameter’s tele-monitoring, tele-medicine etc have gained
wide-spread attention globally. The technology’s revolution has given rise to a new
dimension called e-health technology, which exploits efficacy of software computing, signal
processing and communication systems to detect bio-physiological signals, monitor, examine
and make early decisions. On the other hand, tele-monitoring and tele-medicine purposes too
have gained widespread attention globally. Towards these purposes, technology scaling has
enabled ultra-low power and time-efficient Wearable body sensor network (BSN) which
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continuously monitors bio-physiological parameters, compress it and transmits to the body
node coordinator (BNC) or base station to make optimal timely decision. This process
employs multiple distributed bio-sensors which are often resource constrained and batterypowered. Additionally, these distributed bio-sensors constitute or employ Wireless Body Area
Network (WBAN) protocol to enable continuous bio-parameter (tele-) monitoring,
rehabilitation, personalized health monitoring, and well-being management. However, being
resource constrained network with limited energy and resource it often undergoes exhaustion
imposing severe condition of link-vulnerability and disruption making tele-monitoring and
allied diagnosis difficult, especially in real-time applications. On the other hand, e-health
technologies geared with Internet-of-Things (IoTs) and WBAN performs continuous data
communication with varying size and rate, and thus the occurred non-linearity makes signal
retrieval complex and sometime ineffective. Thus, to achieve an optimal e-health system it
becomes inevitable to design an ultra-powered sensor system with low computational cost,
low power exhaustion, delay and enhanced quality of signal. Noticeably, in major wearable
healthcare systems, BSNs or WBAN systems the efficient signal reconstruction (say, quality
signal retrieval) and resource efficient transmission has always been the challenge for
industries. On the other hand, the different personalized medicine processes encompass telemonitoring the Electro-Myogram, Electro-cardiogram (ECG), Photoplethysmographic (PPG),
fetal-ECG (fECG) analysis, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), etc possess different
resolutions and spatio-temporal characteristics. Additionally, these tele-monitoring
applications with bio-sensors continue transmitting bio-signals to the base station and hence
are energy as well as resource exhaustive. On contrary, being resource constrained sensors
and channel it demands more resource efficient signal processing mechanism. Addition to
energy and time efficiency, maintaining optimal signal quality is of inevitable significance.
Classically, to achieve resource-efficient transmission compression techniques have been
proposed; however majority of the classical methods undergo reduced signal quality at the
received due to data loss, reconstruction inefficacy etc. As a viable signal reconstruction and
communication, Compressed Sensing (CS) technology intends to sample sparse signal below
the Nyquist frequency. Data sparsity enables CS technology to provide time-efficient, energyefficient, quality-centric and resource efficient data transmission for different BSN or WBAN
based tele-monitoring purposes. Additionally, CS helps achieving energy-efficient wireless
sensors for long-term health monitoring. CS has been applied in numerous low-complexity
compression purposes for ECG, fECG and EEG tele-monitoring over WBAN. Though, CS
methods have played vital role to achieve energy-efficient signal detection and
communication for aforesaid purposes; however classical model-driven approaches are
limited due to confined compression ratio, reconstruction quality, etc. Practically, CS
techniques have been designed to meet personalized purposes such as data compression,
signal sparse representation and reconstruction, secure communication etc. On contrary, the
difference in sparsity, non-linear sparsity, standalone feature (traits) such as time or frequency
components make majority of the classical CS methods limited to deal with multi-model data
compression and optimal reconstruction (at the receiver) for resource-efficient transmission
over BSN or WLANs. Undeniably, CS methods reduce the quantity of data to be transmitted
over channel and hence make overall process resource as well as time efficient. However, in
major classical approaches retaining leveraging higher compression and enhanced
reconstruction quality has remained challenge. In past, different CS methods have been
proposed including wavelet based compression, rakeness-decoder based CS, where the sparse
signal(s) are analyzed in time as well as frequency domain. Majority of the existing CS
methods hypothesizes sparsity to be constant over time, on contrary researches reveal that
signal-sparsity varies over time, especially in ECG, EEG and PPG bio-signals. The variations
or the non-linearity of sparsity over operating period makes major existing approaches
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limited. Additionally, the varying sparsity imposes reconstruction error and instability making
it inferior. Exploiting significant feature extraction, wavelet analysis, spatial as well as
temporal feature-correlation assessment and learning can enable a better CS scheme for biophysiological signal detection, analysis, compression, transmission and reconstruction. In
other words, multi-model bio-physiological parameter detection, transmission and
reconstruction exploiting significant wavelet representation, coefficient learning and its
dependencies assessment can be of utmost significance. Observing literatures, It has been
found that the use of machine learning methods can be of utmost significance to learn over
the sparse information throughout the data, and it can also reduce the less-significant data to
be transmitted (as it can be trained over the extracted features and can contain non-zero
values for further signal reconstruction). In other words, the use of machine learning can help
reducing size as well as allied computational overhead that eventually will help retrieving
suitable sparse matrix representation for efficient signal reconstruction. Though, wavelet
techniques such as DWT based methods have achieved better performance in existing
literatures, however, it often lacks translation invariance. Literatures find that wavelet
techniques such as stationary wavelet transform (SWT) can achieve translation invariance by
eliminating the down-samplers and up-samples in DWT. In addition, SWT exhibits upsampling of the wavelet-filter coefficients by certain factors to the n-th level and thus retains
significant inherent features of the input signal even after decomposition of N-levels. Being
shift invariant in nature, it is more suitable for CS purposes. Similarly, as data learning
approach, machine learning can be vital to perform signal compression and reconstruction,
though it requires sparse signal adaptive sampling matrix generation ability.
In this paper a highly robust data-driven CS and signal reconstruction model is developed
for non-linear physiological signal communication over WBAN. Unlike classical approaches,
the proposed system inherits the robustness of the different key technologies such as wavelet
analysis and deep learning where the emphasis is made on exploiting deep wavelet features
and its subsequent training using modified deep structure called stacked denoising autoencoder (SDAE). Functionally, the proposed method feeds physiological signal as input,
which is processed for wavelet analysis using SWT to produce two wavelet coefficient
values; approximated coefficients and detailed coefficients. Considering feature-sensitiveness
of the approximation coefficient it has been fed as input to the SDAE model which
encompasses cascaded AE to obtain the optimal sampling matrix or the sparse solution. Here,
SDAE functions as original-noise map learning function which obtains the solution-set as
final output called sparse solution. Thus, obtaining the optimal sparse solution or sample
matrix it is fed as input to the Inverse-SWT (ISWT) that in conjunction with the detailed
coefficient values reconstructs the original signal. Being a data driven model it not only
reduces redundant computation but also ensures low compression error, thus making it robust
for large continuous physiological signals. Moreover, it is robust enough to perform CS and
signal reconstruction efficiently. To assess efficiency of the proposed model different
physiological signals including ECG and PPG were taken into consideration. To assess
statistical performance different performance parameters such as CR, PRD, QS and SNR
were obtained. MATLAB based simulation with different wavelet filter structures and SAE
combinations revealed that the proposed SWT-SDAE model with HAAR wavelet can achieve
maximum satisfactory performance for the different signal reconstruction and allied CS based
WBAN communication. Summarily, the key contribution of this research work can be
summarized as follows:
-

Wavelet Analysis based key feature extraction and CS-centric data preparation
Data-driven SDAE based learning model for optimal sparse sample or solution set
generation
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SWT-SDAE assisted CS and multi-modal (ECG and PPG) physiological signal
reconstruction for WBAN based e-healthcare systems.

The remaining sections of the presented manuscript are divided as follows. Section 2
discusses the related works pertaining to the at hand CS research domain, while Section 3
presents the research questions. In Section 4 proposed methodology and allied
implementation is discussed, which is followed by results and discussion.

2. Related Work
To enable CS based fetal-ECG (fECG) detection, Poian et al [1] focused on sparserepresentation over the components obtained from independent component analysis (ICA).
Similarly, Patel et al [2] exploited sparse binary matrix exploitation based sparse
representation of the ECG waveforms to perform fetal arrhythmias monitoring. Unlike, [1],
authors [3] recommended using pre-processing technique such as notch filtering to remove
noise components like impulsive artifacts from fetal ECG detection [4]. Similar to [1], Kuo et
al [5] proposed CS-ECG monitoring system for atrial fibrillation (AF) detection. Authors
recommended applying discrete wavelet transform (DWT) based AF signal compression to
achieve better sensitivity and specificity. Exploiting the ICA components and projecting it for
sparse representation, Gurve et al [6] performed fetal ECG detection with multichannel
abdominal ECG signal. Authors applied ICA to distinguish fetal-ECG from mother on the
compressed signal. To achieve better reconstruction quality, they applied ℓ-p regularized
least-squares (ℓ p-RLS) algorithm. Polanía et al [3] designed CS concept for energy-efficient
WBAN applications to be used for ECG tele-monitoring. Authors exploited the structure of
the wavelet representation of ECG signal to enhance reconstruction quality and compression
efficiency. Additionally, the use of prior information signifying wavelet dependencies across
scales enabled better reconstruction. Pareschi et al [7] proposed rakeness based CS for ECG
signal detection and communication. Authors designed rakeness based CS-decoder for lowredundant ECG sensing. Marchioni et al [8] developed disturbance rejection with rakenessbased CS for ECG signal detection. Rakeness based decoder at the receiver enabled better
signal reconstruction while rejecting the disturbance dynamically. Similarly, Mangia et al [9]
inherited rakeness based CS concept which
exploited the uneven energy-distribution over the sensed ECG signal to enable better
performance with low computational cost and resource consumption. Bortolotti et al [10]
found rakeness based CS more energy-efficient and with better reconstruction quality.
Mangia et al [11] proposed rakeness based CS, where second order statistical features were
used for signal reconstruction. Applying weighted ℓ1-minimization Zhang et al [12] designed
an energy-efficient CS-ECG model for wireless biosensors. For reconstruction, authors
applied minimal mutual coherence pursuit, which helped to achieve sparse binary
measurement matrices for ECG signal encoding. The weighted ℓ − 1 minimization exploited
the multisource prior knowledge in wavelet domain to perform signal reconstruction.
Chou et al [13] used subspace-based dictionary for both encrypting and decoding the CS
measurements online. Authors prepared subspace based dictionary by dividing signal space
into discriminative and complementary subspace offline. However, its computational
complexity can’t be ignored. Similarly, Tsai et al [14] considered pre-trained subspace-based
dictionary to project interfered and compressed data onto the subspace with high learn-ability
and low complexity to achieve better ECG signal tele-monitoring. Zhang et al [15] designed
CS-ECG signal reconstruction model by performing ECG signal (random) sub-sampling and
subsequent mapping into onto a 2D-space using Cut and Align (CAB) technique. It enabled
better signal sparsity to achieve better reconstruction. Authors used a nonlinear optimization
scheme for 2D signal construction. To perform signal compression, authors mapped ECG
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signal into frequency domain, followed by a sequence of multiplication and addition between
the original ECG and a Gaussian random matrix. For signal reconstruction, authors used
matching pursuits (MP) algorithm with two blocks sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL). Wang
et al [16] proposed a data data-driven sampling matrix Boolean optimization concept for CSbased biomedical signal detection and tele-monitoring. To enable reliable and low-redundant
transmission Lalos et al [17] developed random linear network condign (RLNC) for
cooperative-CS for energy-efficient biomedical signal tele-monitoring. Authors found their
approach more efficient under link-vulnerability. Singh et al [18] proposed block-sparsity
based joint-CS for multi-channel ECG signal reconstruction over WBAN. Recalling the fact
that in multi-channel ECG contains spatio-temporal correlations, authors applied with
Bayesian learning to perform signal reconstruction. Authors [10] applied DWT domain block
sparsity analysis to perform simultaneous signal reconstruction. Zhang et al [19] designed a
weighted ℓ 1,2 minimization method for multichannel ECG signal reconstruction. Authors
applied both multi-source prior in wavelet domain and inter-channel correlation to perform
signal reconstruction. Yu et al [20] developed an adaptive compressive engine for real-time
ECG monitoring under varying sparsity. Authors proposed sparsity variation accumulation
method based on adaptive feedback architecture for CS-ECG tele-monitoring. Zhang et al
[21] designed different CS-ECG signal reconstruction schemes, encompassing compressed
sampling matching pursuit (CoSaMP), orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP), expectationmaximum-based block sparse Bayesian learning (BSBLEM) and bound-optimization-based
block sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL BO). Authors found BSBL_BO and BSBL_EM
methods performing better. To recover non-sparse physiological signals Akil et al [22]
applied Block Sparse Bayesian Learning (BSBL) algorithm over fECG signals. Kanhe et al
[23] designed 2D DWT features and Hermite coefficients assisted ECG signal compression.
Authors spread ECG signal over the discrete Hermite functions basis, which was processed
for 2D wavelet based compression. To enhance performance of CS-ECG signal detection and
reconstruction, Craven et al [24] designed an adaptive dictionary reconstruction model. This
approach encompassed multiple dictionary learning based dictionaries for CS signal
reconstruction. Authors found their model more efficient that wavelet based lossy
compression techniques.
Liu et al [25] applied Quantized-CS (QCS) model for energy-efficient data compression in
wireless tele-monitoring. To reconstruct signal from the quantized compressed signal, authors
applied Bayesian de quantization (BDQ) algorithm, which exploited quantization errors and
correlated structure. Yang et al [26] focused on reducing aliasing components generated
during signal reconstruction in CS-MRI. Authors used split Bregman method by minimizing a
joint optimization term containing the total variation term, fitting data term and a median
filter term to achieve better signal reconstruction. To reduce scan-time in MRI, Datta et al
[27] proposed interpolated compressed signal reconstruction for 3D-MRI applications.
Authors used weighted wavelet forest sparsity, and joint total variation regularization norms
on different interpolated/non-interpolated slices to achieve signal reconstruction. However,
computationally complexity can’t be ignored. Tashan et al [28] designed a multilevel CSMRI where authors split image into equi-sized multiple frames and projected pixels into
sparse domain to be subsequently processed for CS compression over each frame with
different compression’s level. To retain better tradeoff between signal reconstruction quality
and compression ratio, Liu et al [29] applied adaptive compression ratio for ECG signal.
Employing relationship between compression ratio and sparsity authors performed signal
reconstruction. Rahimi et al [30] designed an efficient serialized Walsh-Hadamard transform
based feature-extraction for information-aware CS for bio-physiological signal(s)
reconstruction in wearable applications. Authors executed feature learning using quadratic
Support Vector Machine (SVM) to detect signal. As data driven approach Pant et al [31]
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applied machine learning for CS-ECG signal detection and reconstruction for arrhythmia
detection. Obtaining the QRS complex information, authors applied two distinct features; sum
of absolute differences (SAD) and maximum of absolute differences (MAD) for each ECG
segment, which were learnt for better-quality signal reconstruction. Pei et al [32] designed
block sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL) for CS-ECG signal reconstruction. Marchioni et al
[33] developed a sparse sensing matrix based CS-ECG signal detection and reconstruction.
Xu et al [34] designed a data-driven CS model suitable for energy-efficient wearable sensing.
Though, numerous CS methods are proposed for ECG signal(s); however very fewer
efforts have been made towards PPG signal, which has been gaining widespread attention due
to its increasing biomedical CAD significances. PPG signals demand CS with high-resolution
process capacity. Designing a robust CS model with the ability to process different biophysiological signals comprising ECG, EEG and PPG can be of great significance. Natarajan
et al [35] developed an end-to-end CS model for continuous bio-signal(s) compression for
wearable body sensor network (BSN). Authors used Binary Permuted Block Diagonal (PBPBD) matrix encoder and input-signal (symmetric) padding to achieve high CR
performance for ECG and PPG signals. Muduli et al [36] proposed a deep learning based CS
model for fECG signal reconstruction. Authors proposed a non-linear mapping model with a
stacked de-noising auto-encoder (SDAE) in which initially the non-sparse fECG signal was
compressed at the transmitter using deep learning method. Authors enhanced pre-training and
tuning by mini-batch gradient descent back-propagation algorithm. The reduced matrix vector
multiplication enabled SDAE model more time-efficient at the receiver. Yang et al [37]
proposed a refinement learning to alleviate aliasing issue in CS-MRI for optimal signal
reconstruction. As refinement learning authors performed U-Net stabilization to achieve
aliasing-free signal reconstruction. Additionally, authors used texture and edge information in
frequency-domain to achieve better reconstruction quality. Sun et al [38] applied deep
learning model named a binarized auto-encoder based CS for wireless neural recording. Their
model optimizes binary sensing matrix and a non-iterative recovery solver concurrently to
retain better performance. Gogna et al [39] proposed a semi-supervised stacked label
consistent auto-encoder for ECG reconstruction.

3. Research Questions
Taking into consideration of the overall research intends, goals and formulated solutions in
this paper a few research questions have been identified which signifies technical-paradigms
whether it can achieve targeted objectives or not. These are:
RQ1: Can the use of Stationary Wavelet Transform (SWT) be efficient to yield more
significant features or patterns to enable optimal sparse representation for CS and
reconstruction?
RQ2: Can the optimal use of SAE or its variant Stacked Denoising AE (SDAE) be efficient to
provide a data-driven learning model for optimal sparse solution generation for signal
reconstruction?
RQ3: Can the strategic implementation of SWT-SDAE model yield optimal CS performance
and signal reconstruction for low-redundant WBAN communication?
RQ4: Can the above derived SWT-SDAE model be efficient to perform optimal CS and signal
reconstruction over different physiological signals including ECG and PPG with
sufficient PRD, CR, QS and SNR performance?

4. System Model
This section primarily discusses the key problem of the non-linear physiological signal
reconstruction and detailed implementation of the proposed SWT assisted data-driven
Stacked Auto-Encoder (SAE) based CS and sparse signal reconstruction technique. Before
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discussing the proposed SWT and denoising SAE based physiological CS method, a snippet
of the non-linear signal reconstruction and the significance of auto-encoder (AE) to produce
denoised signal or clean signal are given as follows.
A. Non-Linear Signal Reconstruction Problem
In signal reconstruction problem, the predominant emphasis is made on solving linear
inverse problem, often defined as (1).
(1)
y = Φx
However, hypothetically for a determined or an over-determined system the solution used to
be linear. Moreover, even in case of under-determined system the minimum energy solution
used to be linear. On contrary, for real-world applications a CS method used to be non-linear,
especially under bio-physiological signals. A snippet of this non-linearity problem is given as
follows:
Practically, in order to achieve a sparse solution, it is must to solve l0 -minimization
problem, which is usually NP-hard defined in (2).
(2)
min‖x‖0 subject to y = Φx
x

To solve problem (2) researcher apply greedy approaches, for example orthogonal
matching pursuit (OMP) [40]. Such greedy approaches detect non-zero position or entity in x
(also called support) at a time and obtain its respective value. A classical approach for OMP
is given in Algorithm-1.
Algorithm-1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) based reconstruction
Input: y, 𝛷, k (support)
Initialize: 𝑟 = 𝑦, 𝛺 = Ø (support set)
Repeat for k iterations
Compute Correlation: 𝑐 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝛷𝑇 𝑟)
Detect Support: 𝑙 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑐𝑖
𝑖

Update Support: 𝛺 = 𝛺 ∪ 𝑙
Estimate values at support 𝛺: 𝑥𝛺 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛‖𝑦 − 𝐴𝛺 𝑥𝛺 ‖22
𝑥

Compute residual: 𝑟 = 𝑦 − 𝛷𝛺 𝑥𝛺
End

In above set of sequences, the parameter Ω signifies the support set in x , where AΩ
comprise merely those columns in A which are available in the support set. Once completing
iterations, it gives rise to the solution possessing the values at some non-zero positions. In
order to retrieve complete x, it is important to fill in remaining positions with zero values.
OMP being a non-linear function, involves iterative estimation of the “max” value when
detecting the support value estimation, which itself is highly non-linear operation. To adapt
such non-linearity though a few approaches such as StOMP [41] and CoSamp [42] are
proposed which addresses non-linear signal reconstruction problem. Noticeably, above stated
approaches signify greedy computation based sparse recovery; however are limited due to
exceedingly high non-linearity and large continuous datasets. In such environment, an
approach called convex optimization which relaxes the NP hard problem, often called NPhard l0 -norm to get the sparse solution. Functionally, it relaxes NP-hard l0 -norm to its nearest
convex surrogate the l1 -norm. This approach has been identified as a robust paradigm with
stronger theoretical assurance or efficacy towards sparse signal reconstruction.
Mathematically, it applies (3) to achieve sparse solution.
(3)
min ‖y − ΦΩ xΩ ‖22 + λ‖x‖1
x
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One of the most effective approaches to achieve (2) is Iterative Soft Thresholding
Algorithm (ISTA) [45], which comprises dual phase process per iteration (i.e., k); first states
the Landweber Iteration (4), while the later represents a soft thresholding (5).
(4)
b = xk−1 + σΦT (y − Axk−1 )
λσ
xk = sign(b)max (0, |b| − )
(5)
2
Noticeably, in above equations, the step-size σ is inverse of the maximum Eigenvalue
of AT A. The model defined in (3) employs classical gradient descent step, which is a linear
function, while (4) applies thresholding concept, which can deal with non-linear sparsity. In
this work, we applied soft-thresholding based model to achieve optimal sparse solution.
Majority of the compressive sensing methods for signal reconstruction employ non-liner
inversion function. However, being iterative and time-exhaustive approaches applying
classical compressive sensing approaches for physiological signal reconstruction cannot be
the optimal. Considering this fact, to design a real-time physiological signal compressive
sensing and reconstruction model, we propose a “data-driven learning” based approach for
signal reconstruction. In other words, unlike designing inversion method, we propose a datadriven learning based signal reconstruction method, which strengthens CS to achieve optimal
performance in terms of minimum error and high reconstruction quality.
Since decades, neuro-computing approaches have been applied as universal function
approximators, where with sufficiently provided training data the non-linear activation
functions learn to represent arbitrary functions [43][44]. Literatures [45] too reveal that any
continuous function representing multiple variables can be easily approximated by means of
superposition of the continuous functions of one variable. Realizing this fact, in this research
work, we exploit this concept of universal functional approximation by neuro-computing
technology to ‘learn’ a CS like inversion function with AE. Here, the fundamental method
considered is to obtain an approximated inverse of a linear system (6).
(6)
x′y = ΦT Φx
In fact, the inversion used to be the approximate as the parameter x′ used to be noisy form
of the actual sparse solutionx. In our proposed CS method, this noise component is eliminated
progressively by means of a soft-thresholding method [46]; though learning-based methods
can be of great significance. In the last few years, authors proposed Bound Optimizationbased Block Sparse Bayesian Learning algorithm (BSBL-BO) to perform CS [47]; however
deep learning concept was found more potential and viable which learns the input-data
features from higher levels of the hierarchy by means of the lower level features. Literatures
have revealed that learning the features from multiple levels can make CS more effective,
especially in terms of system-adaptivity and robustness towards signal reconstruction. Recent
literatures [48] revealed that training the deep-layers distinctly in an unsupervised (training)
approach can provide more efficient result in comparison to the supervised one. As learning
based method through feed forward neural network (FFNN) or multi-feed forward neural
network (MFNN) with multiple hidden layers can be considered to design deep architectures
for CS and corresponding reconstruction. However, it suffers from multiple issues such as
non-convexity, hyper-parameter selection [49] and vanishing gradient [50]. In addition, it
suffers from local minima and convergence which limits the reconstruction error and allied
quality. On the other hand, AE has been identified as a more efficient alternative to perform
CS and compressive signal reconstruction. Considering it as motive, we developed an
enhanced AE to perform sensing matrix estimation or sparse signal generation.
AEs being one of the robust tools for noise-removal or de-noising can also be taken into
consideration [51]. Here, we used thresholding assisted stacked AE to perform denoising. In
process one it employs a large number of noisy versions of the input signal and fed them to
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the AEs that as a result provides corresponding clean version of the input signals. In this
method, the AE ‘learns’ the map-information pertaining to the noisy input to the clean output.
Researches [51] revealed that denoising-AE can be a viable solution to generate sufficient
denoised sample, which can even be better than the classical dictionary learning based
methods. In the proposed method, the ‘noisy’ signals have been obtained as approximate x′
from SWT (as approximated wave-coefficient) and are fed as input to the SDAE for training,
which eventually yields clean signals as corresponding output. The proposed SAE model
learns over the mapping of the noisy inputs to the corresponding clean-output so as to
generate ‘clean’ signals as sparse solution. Though, in existing literatures authors have
applied merely single layer of the AE so as to retain time-efficiency, its robustness to avoid
error-proneness and signal quality remains suspicious [52]. Considering this fact, SDAE has
been applied to perform CS and signal reconstruction. A snippet of the overall proposed CS
method and signal reconstruction is given in Fig.1. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the input
physiological signal is at first processed for SWT, which generates two wavelet coefficients;
approximated coefficient and detailed coefficient, also called horizontal coefficient. The
obtained approximated coefficients are fed as input to the soft-thresholding assisted SDAE,
which learns of the input approximated data and denoised signal and results clean sample as
output. Retrieving clean signal, our proposed method performs inverse-SWT by applying
both denoised approximated signal as well as detailed wavelet coefficient to reconstruct the
targeted physiological signal. To examine the efficiency of the proposed CS model, we
assessed different physiological signals including ECG and PPG. The detailed discussion of
the proposed CS method is given in the subsequent sections.
Approximated Coeff.

Data Input
(ECG. PPG, EEG...)

Soft-Thresholding

Stationary Wavelet
Transform

Detailed Coeff.

Signal Reconstruction

Denoising Stacked
Auto-Encoder

Inverse SWT

Fig. 1 Stationary Wavelets Assisted Data-Driven Stacked Auto-Encoder
based Compressive Sensing and sparse signal reconstruction
B. Stationary Wavelet Transform Coefficient Estimation
As already discussed unlike classical CS methods, where original signals are fed as input
to the CS techniques, in our proposed method we introduce wavelet data driven learning
concept to achieve error-free and high quality signal reconstruction. To achieve it, at first the
original physiological signal is fed as input to the SWT, which performs wavelet sparse
analysis. Noticeably, unlike classical wavelet analysis approaches such as continuous wavelet
transform (CWT) or discrete wavelet transform (DWT), we used SWT so as to retrieve lowdimensional feature space or coefficients which could reduce redundant transmission
significantly to make proposed system suitable for communication over WBAN. This
approach can not only help to achieve quality signal reconstruction but also energy and
resource efficient communication over WBAN. With original physiological signal as input we
perform SWT that gives rise to the better approximated signal for further data-driven CS and
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reconstruction. This is because unlike DWT method, SWT provides better approximation
results attributed due to its linear, redundant and shift-invariant characteristics. With input
physiological signal x(k) as the input, SWT generates two distinct coefficients, named
detailed coefficient wi,kand approximated coefficient vi,k (Fig. 2). As depicted in Fig. 2, to
generate these two distinct coefficient values SWT applies two different filters, standard lowpass filters (LPF) Hi and high-pass wavelet filters (HPF) Gi . Here, in our proposed system,
the filters H1 and G1 were obtained by performing up-sampling of the filters by applying
previous step (say, Hj−1 and Gj−1 ). Typically, the value of detailed coefficient wi,k used to be
same as the HPF output and similarly the vi,k output too is equal to the LPF output. In
proposed method, SWT estimates two distinct coefficients, approximated coefficient and
detailed coefficient using LPF and HPF, respectively. Considering level of significance and
feature depth, we considered Level-2 approximated coefficient values (v2k ). In addition, we
applied a threshold ( Th) based feature projection for the approximated coefficient. We
selected Th value as the percentage of the R peak. Though, the results were tested over
different threshold values, we found Th = 0.98 as the most suitable condition. Obtaining the
Level-2 approximated coefficients, the coefficients or samples with R-values lower than the
threshold was removed. The remaining approximated coefficients having R-value more than
0.98 were used as input to the proposed SAE model for learning and sparse vector generation.
For eventual signal reconstruction the detailed coefficients 𝑤𝑖,𝑘 obtained from the same
physiological signal is employed by Inverse-SWT (ISWT) in conjunction with the SAE
outputs (say, optimal clean sparse matrix or signal) to perform reconstruction.
Vjk
G1
V2k
…

G1
Vik
G1

H1
wjk

X(k)

H1

H1

w2k

wik

Fig. 2 SWT wavelet coefficient estimation
The detailed discussion of the proposed SAE assisted sparse signal reconstruction and CS
model is given in the subsequent sections.
C. Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoder (SDAE)
In above process, SWT retrieved approximated data, which can also be called as the
under-sampled measurement Y ∈ RN×L to perform further estimate the source signal X ∈
RN×L, by means of a suitable sensing matrix Φ ∈ Rm×N , m ≪ N. This inverse problem can be
reframed as (7)
(7)
Y = ΦX + V
In (7), the matrix X = [x1 , x2 , … , xL ] ∈ RN×L signifies the unknown source matrix, while
the measurement matrix is given by Y= [y1 , y2 , … , yL ] ∈ Rm×L . The other parameter Φ ∈
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Rm×N , m ≪ N states the sensing matrix, while V ∈ Rm×N presents unknown noise vector or
matrix. In case of single measurement vector where L = 1, while for multiple measurement
vector L > 1. For at hand CS model, the inverse problem of the sparsest signal values can be
depicted as (8).
(8)
̂ = argmin‖X‖0 such that Y = ΦX
X
X

However, in practice designing an efficient source adaptive sensing matrix Φ ∈ Rm×N is
always a challenge which makes reconstruction more difficult. As indicated in previous
section, in our proposed model we have applied SAE as deep learning model to perform
optimal sparse signal generation, which has been further applied to perform signal
reconstruction. The detailed discussion of the classical AE and our proposed denoising SAE
deep structure for CS based physiological signal reconstruction is given in the subsequent
sections.
1. Auto Encoder
A typical AE can be defined as a feature learning model comprising three layered neurocomputing structure or that reconstructs unlabeled input signals. Functionally, AE takes
certain normalized input vector defined as xi = [xi (j)] ∈ Rn with 0 ≤ xi ( j) ≤ 1 , and
encodes the input sample to a hidden layer, yi ∈ Rm , which is followed by the estimation of
the source signal, x̂i ∈ Rn . Here, a bias component or vector b ∈ Rm is added to the hidden
layer as well as output layer that enables fine-grained and better data-learning. A snippet of
the AE structure is given in Fig. 3.
Bias

Input Unit

Bias

Hidden Unit

Output Unit

Fig. 3 Schematic of classical AE with three input, three output and two hidden
units
As depicted in Fig. 3, the functional values of the hidden layer units as well as the output
layers are indicated in terms of yi = f(W (l) xi + b (l) ) and ̂xi = f(W (l+1) yi + b (l+1) ) ,
respectively. Noticeably, in above expression of the outputs the parameter W (l) ∈ Rm×n
signifies the weight vector. Here, the bias components for the hidden layers and the output
layers are b (l) ∈ Rm and b (l+1) ∈ Rn , respectively. On the basis of the measurement paradigm,
AE can be designed as linear or non-linear; however for normalized inputs, it is often
designed as non-linear activations, like sigmoid (9) or hyperbolic tangent functions (10).
Noticeably, these activation functions are selected on the basis of the range of the normalized
inputs and accordingly the loss functions are calibrated. In our proposed model, we have
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applied sigmoid activations (9) with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) loss function, which
makes it computationally more efficient and lightweight.
1
(9)
fs (xi ) =
1 + exp(−xi )
exp(xi ) − exp(−xi )
fh (xi ) =
(10)
exp(xi ) + exp(−xi )
The equations (9) and (10) present the sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent activation functions,
respectively with xi ∈ R.
For each AE layer we considered a non-linear hidden layer that in conjunction with a
linear activation function, also called identity activation function gives rise to an output layer
which functions as a linear decoder. The AE deep learning model employs a synthesis
T
operator, W (l+1) = W (l) ∈ Rn×m which helps in reconstruct the original or the source
data, xi ∈ Rn , where n signifies the size of the blocks. Moreover, the set of the hyperparameter at the hidden layer yi and output layer x̂i are given as Ω1 =
T

T

[vec(W (l) )T , vec(b (l) )T ] and Ω2 = [vec(W (l+1) )T , vec(b (l+1) )T ] , correspondingly. Here,
the hyper-parameters are tuned by minimizing certain loss function such as the Euclidean
distance-based loss function (11).
K

1
L(xi , x̂i ) = ∑‖xi − x̂i ‖22
K

(11)

i=1

In (11), 𝐾 signifies the overall training sample counts.
Functionally, the optimization problem in (11) implements a non-linear smooth and
consistent differentiable activation function f(. ), which can easily be solved by means of
gradient descent algorithms. In our proposed model we applied stochastic gradient descent
(SGD) algorithm to solve (11). In case of the binary-valued vectors as AE’s input, the crossentropy loss function can also be applied. One of the most employed cross-entropy loss
function is given in (12).
L(xi , x̂i ) = xiT log 2 (x̂i ) + (1 − xi )T log 2 (1 − x̂i )

(12)

To perform compression, we hypothesized the constraint m ≤ n. The loss function for the
sparse AE can be reformulated in terms of the diversity measure, also called non-sparsity
(13).
K

1
L(xi , yi ) = ∑‖xi − x̂i ‖22 + γ‖yi ‖1
K

(13)

i=1

In (13), γ ∈ R characterizes the penalty applied on non-sparsity. AE as deep learning
model applies regularization of the loss function which significantly plays vital role in
avoiding over-fitting of learning algorithm. Typically, l0 -norm-based regularization used to
be NP-hard in nature. l1 regularization intends to contribute a sparse model, enabling multiple
hidden activations (yi ( j) ∈ R) to be zero, which eventually makes the allied attributes to
become irrelevant. Therefore, a dropout regularization model is applied to reduce neurocomputing search space by dropping out certain units at the different layers. In addition,
dropout regularization helps in avoiding over-fitting problem as well which strengthen AE to
perform efficiently.
Considering nature of the non-linear physiological signals in real-world unlike classical
AE model, we have applied denoising AE (DAE), which inherits native AE as discussed
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above with the “denoising-capacity” [53]. It makes proposed AE model more suitable for at
hand physiological signal reconstruction and CS over WBAN. In DAE, the input signal is
amalgamated or corrupted a bit randomly over the input, xi ∈ Rn by means of either zeroing a
small fraction of the total data or by adding white Gaussian noise to it. In our proposed DAE
model, we added white Gaussian noise to the input signal. To generate the original signal or
reconstruct the signal xi from the amalgamated noisy signal, x̃i ∈ Rn we employ a loss
function minimization function given in (14).
K

1
(14)
L(xi , x̃i ) = ∑{‖xi − x̃i ‖22 }
K
i=1
2. Stacked Denoising Auto-Encoder (SDAE)
Unlike classical AE, SAE presents a cascaded structure of multiple AEs constituting a
deep learning structure. Functionally, in SAE at first a AE model is trained with the input
signal xi ∈ Rn , where it executes unsupervised pre-training in layer by layer approach.
Subsequently, the trained hidden layers are applied as input so as to perform training of the
subsequent AE. Thus, it constitutes a series of AEs which are trained in-sequence to yield
eventual sample matrix or solution. The model developed resembles the CS model where the
(∙)
hidden layer neurons or units yi can be visualized as a compression function. In this
approach the first layer of SDAE employs xi ∈ Rn as input and generates the measurement
matrix (15).
(1)
(15)
yi = fs (W (l) xi + b (l) ) ∈ Rm
Noticeably, in our proposed CS model we considered m ≤ n . Here, the type of
compression during pre-training relies primarily on the weight matrix, W (1) ∈ Rm×n and the
activation function, which is Sigmoid activation function fs (.) in our proposed method. To
align developed SAE model as CS solution, we consider the input, xi ∈ Rn in a sparse domain
where we have applied a linear projection matrix, W (1) ∈ Rm×n in conjunction with the
(1)
activation function f(z) = z for 𝑧 ∈ R . For the second layer of the SAE, yi turns out to be
the input units, and the subsequent result post- pre-training is obtained as (16)
(1)
(1)
x̂i = fs (W (2) yi + b (2) )
(16)
(2)
(1)
yi = fs (W (3) x̂i + b (3) )
(2)

x̂i = fs (W (4) yi + b (4) )
We applied an unsupervised layer-wise pre-training method followed by a supervised finetuning by applying back-propagation (BP) algorithm. In our proposed SAE model each AE
tunes its hyper-parameters as per (11). In the proposed model, the hyper-parametric model to
be enhanced is (17).
T
(17)
Ω = [vec(W (1) )T ⋯ vec(W (l) )T (b (1) )T ⋯ (b (l) )T ]
In (17), we considered the precondition W (1) , W (3) ∈ Rm×n and W (2) , W (4) ∈ Rn×m .
Realizing the implementation scope of the proposed SAE model for real-time
communication, which could be hindered due to optimal hyper-parameter estimation we
applied mini-batch learning method which embodies both stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
as well as batch learning (BL). The proposed mini-batch learning algorithm enabled
achieving early convergence or fast-convergence rate. Functionally, the mini-batch function
initiates with a small batch size which keep on increasing over training period. This
mechanism updates the hyper-parameters for batches comprising certain definite size of the
training sets. In case of the large size of batches, the performance of the model is near the
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gradient descent approaches. With predefined training size, n and the rate of learning μ the
mini-batch updates parameters as per (18).
∂
(l) (l)
(l+ζ) (l+ζ)
Ωk ← Ωk − μ
J (Ω, (xi , yi ) , ⋯ , (xi
, yi
)) ∀ k
(18)
∂Ωk
In (18), ζ signifies the size of the batch. Thus, the parametric update continues till
achieving the convergence. Once reaching the convergence, the hidden layer values are
obtained as the final solution or sparse solution, which is subsequently fed as input to the
Inverse-SWT (ISWT) to perform signal reconstruction. In our proposed model, ISWT applies
both SAE learnt sample matrix as well as the detailed coefficients to perform signal
reconstruction.

5. Results and Discussion
With an intend to design a novel and robust CS model with error -free (qualityoriented) signal reconstruction quality, we exploited two well known technologies, first
wavelet analysis and second the deep learning which has proven its robustness across
industry to support data driven prediction or classification purposes. Considering SWT
as a better alternative of classical wavelet transform techniqu es like DWT or CWT, we
applied SWT to retrieve deep significant coefficients for further compression
computation. Noticeably, we obtained second level SWT coefficients including
approximate coefficients and detailed coefficient. However, considering featur e
sensitiveness, suitability and down-sampled nature we applied approximate coefficients
for further compression purpose. This method not only reduced samples but also
strengthened proposed model to carry significant features with low redundancy. We
used two-level SWT wavelet coefficient so as to inherit deep wavelet -features which
could help making better learning and quality-centric (error-free) compression.
Considering the influence of mother wavelets on feature significance or quality, we
tested SWT with different wavelet filters including db4, db8 and HAAR. In other
words, the 2-level wavelet features obtained from SWT were obtained with db4, db8
and HAAR based SWT distinctly and were trained with the proposed SDAE model so
as to perform CS and eventual signal reconstruction. SWT with distinct wavelet (db4,
db8 and HAAR) produced approximated and detailed coefficients distinctly. The
obtained approximated (down-sampled) coefficient was applied as input to the cascaded
DAE, which constituted Stacked DAE (SDAE). Considering computational efficiency
as well as reconstruction quality perspective we designed SDAE with two -layers.
Noticeably, in our proposed SDAE model the output of the hidden layer of the first
DAE was fed as input to the second DAE’s input layer. To perform training of the
proposed SDAE model was performed using scaled conjugate gradient (SCG) learning
method, while error reduction and 𝑙2 − norm minimization was performed using minibatch process where over each epoch mean square error was reduced iteratively to
adjust optimal weights of the second DAE’s hidden layer. Noticeably, the eventual
output at the hidden layer of the second DAE gives final sparse matrix for further signal
reconstruction. On the other hand, the use of mini-batch learning (with SCG and batch
processing) enabled swift computation. SDAE was executed with 𝑙2 − weight
regularization of 0.01 which helped achieving fast learning without imposing any error proneness. Though the use of learning rate 0.001, which is often applied in deep
learning methods could have yield swift performance; however realizing data significance and non-linear fine-grained inherent features, we retained learning rate of
0.01. To perform training over input signal we executed SDAE with 1000 epoch, where
in each iteration it reduced error to achieve global solution. Obtaining the convergence
we estimated the final solution set (weights of the hidden layer of the second DAE) we
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fed as input to the ISWT that in conjunction with detailed coefficient (Fig. 1) p erformed
signal reconstruction. Noticeably, to retain high error-free reconstruction we applied a
threshold of 0.98 at the ISWT, which ensures that the coefficients with value higher
than 0.98 only will be considered for signal reconstruction. Thus, ISWT w ith SDAE
generated sparse signal and detailed coefficients of the original signal performs signal
reconstruction.
As already stated, SWT performance might vary based on wavelet filter considered and
therefore we tested performance over different SWT wavelets such as db4, db8 and HAAR. Table I
presents the state-of-art combinations for the different CS models with varied mother
wavelets and CS solution (SDAE).
Table I State-of-art CS model (combinations)
CS Physiological signal
reconstruction solution
Wavelet Technology

Mother wavelet

CS
(state-of-art
combination)

SWT

db4
db8
HAAR

SDAE

SWT (db4)-SDAE
SWT (db8)-SDAE
SWT (HAAR)-SDAE

In order to examine the efficacy of the proposed model, we applied different biophysiological signals including ECG and PPG signals obtained from the benchmark datasets
such as MIT-BIH Database [55]. Additionally, the PPG data were considered from IEEE
Signal Processing Cup 2015 [54]. The overall proposed system was developed and simulated
over MATLAB2019b tool, with Microsoft Window 2010 operating systems and Intel-i3
processor. For performance evaluation we examined each bio-physiological signal with
different wavelet selection. To assess statistically, we obtained three key performance
parameters, CR, PRD, Quality Square (QS) and SNR. Before discussing the statistical outputs
for these above stated parameters, a snippet of their mathematical equation is given as
follows.
1. Compression Ratio (CR)
CR signifies the ratio of the original bio-signal bits(S0 ) bits and the reconstructed
signal- bits (SR ). Mathematically, it is obtained as (21).
S0
(19)
SR
2. Percentage Root Mean Square Difference (PRD)
PRD represents the percentage of root mean square between the original signal S0
and the reconstructed signal SR .
CR =

2
∑N
n=1(S0 (n) − Sr )
PRD(%) = √
N
∑n−1(S0 (n))2
3. Quality Score (QS)
QS represents the ratio of CR and PRD. Mathematically,
CR

(20)

(21)

QS = PRD
4. Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)
SNR in CS model is defined as (22).
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̅ 2
∑N
n=1(S0 (n) − S)

(22)

2

∑N
n=1(S0 (n) − SR (n))

In terms of PRD, SNR can be obtained using (23).
SNR = −20log10(0.01PRD)

(23)

The simulation results obtained for the different physiological signals (i.e., ECG and PPG
signals) in terms of CR, PRD, QS and SNR are given in Table II and Table III.
Table II Performance assessment of the proposed SWT-SDAE CS model for
ECG signal reconstruction
Mother wavelet

MIT-BIH
Single

db4

Channel

HAAR

db8

CR

PRD

QS

SNR

CR

PRD

QS

SNR

CR

PRD

QS

SNR

100m

75.43

0.0624

12.07

64.08

75.55

0.2239

3.337

52.99

75.40

0.0216

34.81

73.28

124m

75.48

0.1276

5.910

57.88

75.52

0.1857

4.065

54.62

75.49

0.1510

4.998

56.51

200m

75.38

0.0059

126.33

84.48

75.38

0.0015

499.12

96.41

75.38

0.0015

482.62

96.12

215m

75.51

0.1767

4.217

81.81

75.47

0.1143

6.599

58.83

75.41

0.0355

21.22

68.98

234m

75.49

0.0112

6.688

58.94

75.36

0.0021

344.86

93.20

75.39

0.0076

98.75

82.34

75.45

0.0767

31.043

69.438

75.45

0.1055

171.59

71.21

75.41

0.0434

128.47

75.44

ECG [55]

Average
Performance

Observing results (Table II), it can be found that the proposed SWT-SDAE CS achieves
minimum PRD of 0.0015 with db8 wavelet, while the maximum QS score and SNR was
obtained as 499.12 and 96.41, respectively. Noticeably, these performance variables are with
db8 mother wavelet based SWT that in conjunction with SDAE exhibits superior performance
than the other state-of-art combinations (i.e., SWT (db4)-SDAE, SWT (HAAR)-SDAE). The
highest SNR of the reconstructed signal was obtained as 94.41 that signifies the quality
assurance by the proposed model towards CS assisted ECG tele-monitoring. Observing
simulation results for the different combinations or the state-of-art combinations (SWT (db4)SDAE, SWT (db8)-SDAE, and SWT(HAAR)-SDAE) it can be found that the performance
differs for the different physiological ECG signals, and therefore to generalize the
performance over multiple datasets we have averaged the performance variables. Considering
average performance by the proposed SWT-SDAE CS model, it can be found that for ECG
signal SWT (HAAR)-SDAE can be considered satisfactory performing. Average performance
analysis reveals that SWT (HAAR)-SDAE model with ECG signal exhibits PRD of 0.043 and
CR of 75.41%. Similarly, the quality score (QS) too is obtained as 128.47 which is highest
amongst all state-of-art combinations. SNR being one of the key performance variable
signifying data-quality or signal quality at the receiver with SWT (HAAR)-SDAE is obtained
as 75.44, which is almost same as SWT (db4)-SDAE, SWT (db8)-SDAE. Observing overall
performance, it can be inferred that the proposed SWT (HAAR)-SDAE model performs the
best towards ECG CS and signal reconstruction. Similar to the ECG signal, we examined our
proposed SWT-SDAE model for PPG signals. The simulation results for the SWT-SDAE CS
model for PPG signals [54] are given in Table III.
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Table III Performance assessment of the proposed SWT-SDAE CS model for
PPG signal reconstruction
Mother wavelet

Single
Channel
PPG[54]

db4

db8

HAAR

CR

PRD

QS

SNR

CR

PRD

QS

SNR

CR

PRD

QS

SNR

3141595m

75.52

0.1792

4.21

54.92

75.54

0.2179

3.466

53.23

75.75

0.4921

1.539

46.15

a44071bm

75.71

0.4304

1.758

47.32

75.73

0.3262

2.318

49.72

75.49

0.1403

5.380

57.05

a45503m

75.50

0.1612

4.684

55.85

75.79

0.2070

3.684

53.64

75.80

0.1628

4.637

55.76

a45543m

75.84

0.5917

1.281

45.44

75.63

0.8888

8.489

61.02

75.62

0.3230

2.341

49.81

a45557bm

75.51

0.2467

3.062

52.15

75.60

0.2948

2.564

50.60

75.51

0.1709

4.417

55.34

75.61

0.3218

2.999

53.13

75.65

0.3869

4.104

53.64

75.57

0.2578

3.662

52.82

Average
Performance

Table IV ECG Reconstruction Quality assessment
MIT-BIH
Single

Bio-signal Reconstruction Quality assessment

Channel

(SWT with HAAR wavelet and Modified ELM-AE using RBF kernel function)

ECG

100m
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215m

124m

200m
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234m

Table V Compression Quality assessment for PPG bio-physiological signals
Single Channel
PPG

Bio-signal Reconstruction Quality assessment
(SWT with HAAR wavelet and Modified ELM-AE using RBF kernel function)

3141595m

a44071bm
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a45503m

a45543m

a45557bm

Observing the results obtained for PPG signals (Table III), it can be found that the proposed
SWT-SDAE CS model achieves minimum PRD of 0.1403 with HAAR wavelet. On contrary,
the maximum SNR (61.02) and QS (8.489) were obtained with db8 mother- wavelet. Though
SWT (db4)-SDAE achieved the highest CR of 75.84%, SWT (db8)-SDAE attained the same
as 75.73%. Observing average performance over multiple PPG signal and corresponding
PRD, CR, QS and SNR results (Table II), it can be found that amongst all state-of-art SWT-
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SDAE CS model combinations, SWT (db8)-SDAE model achieves higher CR (75.65%), QS
(3.662) and SNR (53.64) performance. The overall results reveal that the SWT (db8)-SDAE
model can be considered suitable for quality-centric CS and signal reconstruction. On the
other hand, SWT (HAAR)-SDAE can also be the potential alternative towards CS based
physiological signal reconstruction over WBAN. Observing performance for ECG and PPG
signals CS reconstruction, it can be inferred that SWT (HAAR)-SDAE can be the potential
solution towards intended CS based physiological signal reconstruction. Considering space
constraints in this manuscript the original signals and allied reconstructed signal’s outputs for
all considered ECG and PPG signals are presented in Table IV and Table V respectively.
Considering research questions (Section 3) and assessing results (Table II and Table III), it
can be found that SWT with different wavelet filters or mother wavelets retrieves significant
deep (two-level) features, which helped SDAE as deep learning model to perform better CS
and allied signal reconstruction. Observing comparative performance or average performance
it can be found that though different wavelets show different results; however the eventual
performance by wavelet based CS retained higher (signal) reconstruction quality and
satisfactory PRD (lower than the existing approaches). It affirms the hypothesis that the
inclusion of down-sampled SWT approximated coefficient based learning can yield optimal
CS performance. In other words SWT can be a vital approach towards data-driven CS
solution. These facts affirm acceptance of the RQ1. As already indicated SDAE with two
layers of deep structures maintain computational balance as well as efficient (swift) learning
over the approximated coefficients of the original signal. The results obtained (Table II and
Table III) affirms the belief that the proposed SDAE as CS model (for sparse signal or
solution set generation at the hidden layer of the second DAE. This fact affirmatively accepts
RQ2 affirmatively. SDAE as CS solution can be suitable for non-linear data CS as well as
eventual reconstruction to make low-redundant and energy efficient communication.
Observing above discussed inferences it can be found that the strategic implementation of
SWT-SAE model yield optimal CS performance and non-linear signal reconstruction for lowredundant WBAN communication. It affirms acceptance of RQ3. The overall results (Table II
and Table III) has proved that the proposed model can perform satisfactory (due to optimal
PRD, high CR, high QS and SNR performance) towards multimodal (ECG and PPG) signal
CS and reconstruction. It affirms acceptance of RQ4.
Table VI Performance Comparison
Methods
[56]
[57]
[58]
[3]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[64]
[65]
[66]
[67]
[68]
[69]
[36]
Proposed
SWT-SDAE

Data
PPG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
ECG
PPG
ECG
fECG
PPG

PRD
10.0
14.0
2.0
9.0
3.74
6.75
5.5
3.3
7.52
0.71
10.8
1.11
1.60
2.33
0.088
0.94
2.45
0.257

CR
14.0
6.0
73.0
72.7
6.4
73.82
73.4
73.9
20.0
8.0
23.0
6.06
23.1
28.0
71.92
45.20
75.0
75.65

ECG

0.0015

75.55
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In [56], authors focused on designing a power efficient CS model for continuous
physiological signal (ECG and PPG) monitoring. As indicated in Table VI, authors proposed
adaptive CS sensing model could achieve PRD of 10% and 14% for PPG and ECG signals
respectively. Similarly, the CR performance was obtained as 14 and 6 for PPG and ECG
signals correspondingly. Authors could achieve SNR of 16.46 for the reconstructed signal. In
[57] authors developed DWT based CS for ECG compression. To achieve better compression
efficiency for ECG transmission over WBAN, authors applied two approaches; first threshold
adaptive DWT based compression, second CS based compression. Noticeably, with strict and
multiple assessments, these approaches could achieve maximum CR of 61% and 75%,
respectively. However, as generalizable performance authors [57] found their proposed
approach achieves 73% CR. Authors [57] stated that the PRD value less than 2 stated “very
good” performance while PRD in the range of 2 to 10 states “good” quality. Observing the
performance of the proposed SWT-SDAE CS model (Table II and Table III), it can be found
that the proposed model achieves PRD value less than one (𝑃𝑅𝐷 < 1) with CR of almost
75%, which exhibits its robustness towards quality-centric CS for continuous signal
monitoring and communication over WBAN or BSNs. In [59] authors developed blocksparsity assisted joint CS model for multi-channel ECG signal’s reconstruction. In [67],
authors applied DCT-DWT based CS model for ECG reconstruction. Though, their effort
made better effort to retain high CR; however capped their performance for PRD or 2.33 and
CR of 28. In [68] authors applied modified Fourier transform technique for PPG compression
and signal reconstruction. Authors could achieve PRD, CR and SNR of 0.088, 71.92 and
31.23, respectively. In [69], authors applied singular value decomposition technique to
perform ECG CS and reconstruction where the average SNR was obtained as 18.16, while
PRD and CR were 0.94 and 45.20, respectively. In [70], authors applied SDAE concept for
fECG signal reconstruction where varying CR expectations authors found that with increase
in CR, PRD and SNR decreases. Authors [70] found that with expected CR value of 75 their
proposed model achieved PRD of 2.45, while SNR could be obtained as 39.36. Observing
above comparative results, it can be found that SWT-SDAE achieves most satisfactory
performance towards physiological signal CS and reconstruction, which makes it suitable for
real-world WBAN or BSNs applications. The average performance by our proposed SWTSDAE CS model with db8 wavelet filter achieved minimum PRD of 0.1055, while SNR and
CR was obtained as 75.41 and 75.55, which is higher than above discussed (Table IV)
existing systems. Simulating over different datasets including PPG [54] and MIT-BIH [55],
the highest SNR was obtained as 96.41, while the minimum PRD observed was 0.0059. The
highest CR was obtained as 75.81. These performance outcomes reveal robustness of the
proposed system towards an optimal CS and physiological signal reconstruction solution for
WBAN, BSNs or personalized healthcare sector.
In this relation the Heart-Rate Variation (HRV) or other ECG statistics can be hypothesized to
be minute or even zero. It confirms robustness of the proposed CS and physiological signal
reconstruction system. Such efficacy affirms robustness of the proposed SWT-SDAE CS
model towards continuous (non-linear) physiological signal monitoring and reconstruction for
WBAN communication.

6. Conclusion
The exponential rise in software technologies and low cost hardware availability has
revitalized industries to provide more efficient real-time decision making solutions
serving surveillance, defence, business and healthcare purposes. Amongst th e major
application environment healthcare sector has always been the dominant region where
significantly large efforts are made to support quality diagnosis solutions. Recently, the
emergence of IoT and WBAN technologies have broadened the horizon of tele -
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monitoring; however being resource constrained enabling low-cost and efficient
communication has remained a challenge. CS technology has the great potential to
solve aforesaid problem; however ensuring error-free and quality signal reconstruction
is a mammoth task. Considering it as motivation, in this paper a novel and robust
wavelet data driven deep learning based CS model is developed for physiological signal
reconstruction. More specifically considering efficacy of SWT over classical DWT or
CWT, the proposed method applied it to retrieve deep high level wavelet features
including approximated wavelet coefficient and detailed wavelet coefficient. The two
level SWT extracted approximated wavelet coefficient carried more significant
information and hence was processed with SDAE which acted as a deep learning model
to generate sparse representation of the original input signal. Here, SDAE functions as a
non-linear learning approach with iterative noise reduction and sparse data (also called
solution set) generation at the hidden layer. Noticeably, unlike classical single layer AE
model, SDAE applied cascaded AE deep structure with two consecutive layers, and
eventually yielded sparse matrix (of the SWT-approximated signal) at the hidden layer
of the second AE in SDAE. This approach enabled error-free or noise-free sparse signal
generation with low computation which can make WBAN communication time as well
as energy-efficient. Moreover, the inclusion of mini-batch learning (with both gradient
descent and batch processing) enables swift computation which enables it to be used for
real-world applications. Simulation results revealed that the proposed SWT -SDAE
based CS model with HAAR wavelet achieves better performance in terms of PRD, CR,
CS, and SNR. Relative performance analysis too reveals that the proposed model
outperforms other approaches as well and hence justifies its novelty and contribution to
perform multi-modal (i.e., ECG, EEG and PPG) signal reconstruction. Observing
reconstructed signal, it can be found that the proposed CS model achieves both signalquality while maintaining low computational complexity. It makes proposed system
suitable for any bio-physiological signal communication or transmission while ensuring
low redundancy, low resource consumption and energy exhaustion. The proposed model
can be well suited for real-time tele-monitoring to be applied over WBAN or e-health
infrastructures.
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